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Co-Facilitator: Would like to start by taking stock of what happened yesterday in order to set the stage 
for today. There has been progress made so far but need strengthen work on slow onset etc. and 
Expand work under other work streams. This might mean that a one-to-one balance of focus on the 
work streams might not be the appropriate way forward. He acknowledged opinions and positions of 
other parties that it may be beneficial to increase the specificity of the TOR (terms of reference). Also 
listened re: concerns for more time and space. Allowed more space and time by providing space - room 
and time for further discussion on agreeing as to how can come to an agreement. This afternoon there 
will be an extra session in Meeting Room 14 at 5pm to this end as well so that can conclude the item. He 
would like to remind parties that they need to be focused on what are being asked to speak to. You 
negotiated the terms of reference so there is little point in reiterating them - you know them. Although 
might be helpful to get you to the center again. He asked parties to be crisp and concise in comments. 
Additionally, remember that if the group has not yet heard from you, we cannot guess what you are 
saying. Be specific in what you are talking about.  
 
Co-Facilitator: Left over from yesterday request for the floor - US, Vanuatu, Australia, Canada, Japan. If 
taking floor for first time, have no time for initial broad open comments but at same time if you could 
not come on Sunday, doesn’t preclude you from making comment here. Have to agree and come to a 
position - are negotiations and not passive.  
 
US: appreciate leadership through process of review. Welcome additional time have this afternoon, 
values facilitator’s engagement in informal-informal sessions as well. Invited him yesterday and extend 
that invitation again. Institutional arrangements re: TOR for WIM are clear from past decisions and 
would like to continue to support strengthening these rather than new stuff.  
 
Will not support new institution or fund under the WIM. EXCOM is already well fit to control this stuff. 
Broader community can value inputs of process and expertise of tech body of excom, their work, and 
addressing many of issues in concern.  
 
Concrete outcome of review suggested: provide excom with clear guidance on how to review. Clear 
consistent set of products to indicate what excom is actually doing to support all three functions (not 
separate as such). Place for us to have a discussion under EXCOM to have. Then better work on slow 
onset events and non-economic losses -> cant address all at the same time - an impossible time is this 
where other organizations could come in to make sure happens faster. Sequence work across five year 
work-plan across work streams. Task experts groups to come up with specific work products - consistent 
policy briefs that is then sent to expert bodies —> excom can then reach out 
 
Vanuatu: associate with LDCs, G77, SIDS -> strengthened WIM. Much stronger than just EXCOM. Very 
useful side event yesterday on TFD. Hasn’t successfully been sufficient - wasn’t there to help with the  
volcano and rain mess that they talked about in the side event last night. Vanuatu is supporting LDC 
proposal of implementation arm of WIM that would include technical, displacement, and finance 
facilities to directly respond to requests from parties. Requires concrete and practical structural 
adjustments.  
 



Australia: aligns with EU and US (statement above) and New Zealand. Making sure that referring a lot to 
Art 8 of Paris agreement and how it refers to the developed, developing divide (talk about looking at 
vulnerable communities —> exist in developing/middle income countries and even indigenous 
communities in developed countries). Should avoid silo work. Also agree with U.S. that already have a 
structure of the WIM according to the UNFCCC - its not just the EXCOM, but the EXCOM provides the 
guidance and now coherence between groups of experts etc.  
 
Would like to follow through scope of how manage work. Hasn’t heard yet of doing backwards review - 
haven’t discussed whether it is working, what the problem is. Etc. issue seems to be that money isn’t 
getting to right people at the right time and generally under performance - good performance but not 
enough. What is the not enough? Need much more coherence and connection between parts.  
 
How can we engage in reforms in humanitarian changes in UN? 
Agree with structure. Already help with early warning system etc. - we can just increase; don’t have to 
start from scratch. How do we get info to people who need most at most time? 
Should be working on collaboration, meaning good lessons - clear tasks, drawing experts, have to be 
careful don’t send wrong people. 
 
Should give excom a very targeted task to do, otherwise will keep on circling. Worked so well with TFD. 
Look forward to what want to ask WIM next but overall, they do answer what we ask them. What can 
excom do to increase their work. Also, parties do make up the WIM. Need more focal points etc.    
 
Japan: thank you. Excom has progressed very well. Enhance cooperation inside and outside UNFCCC. In 
order to use best available science. Etc. need to proceed with the review according to agreed upon rules 
of engagement 
 
G77 (Palestine): put forward text. Dec. 1st event was useful and proposal draws on discussion from 
there because was  
 
Points on four items 1) needs: prioritize noneconomic and slow-onset work streams. Increase on 
capacity building and finance, increase risk management, coordination with other constituted bodies, 
work with partnerships already created/build on to improve data sources and build capacity 2) action 
and support: need to enhance budget, financing for action and support - involve i.e. tech expert groups, 
ideas for how to provide funding such as innovative financing and finance facility, capacity building 
program like national focal points, noting lack of communication of knowledge products by WIM —> 
socialize, simplify, 3) review: simple and succinct summary of what was discussed in process 4) outcome: 
looking for concrete decision: establishing necessary technical groups, welcoming work of group. 
Institutional and structural context: WIM is bigger than excom 
 
AOSIS (St. Lucia): listed elements are linked to scope. Didn’t get to say asks yesterday as AOSIS. 1) 
comprehensive risk management - need for long term risk assessments to take into consideration —> 
long time frame of thirty year climate change, room for elaboration via tech expert group. Could be in 
program budget of other UN programs like UNEP. Needs mechanism to quantify loss and damage so 
that can report. Important to have work program of adaptation bodies. Mechanism to allow for work 
program to elaborate/use what exists now - to cover space needed for adaptation. Also national and 
regional unity funds. 2)action and support.  should be asking for guidance to GCF to expand focus of 
areas because now has guidelines for Adaptation and mitigation. Clear guidance speaking to areas of 
climate change loss and damage — so that parties can trie to apply for things that can apply for multiple 



things. 2 decisions in 2016 and 2017 re: importance of expert group for work stream but never been 
able to do. Window to do loss and damage - working with existing structures (GCF, GEF< adaptation 
fund, believe time to get to point where funding is accessible. Same with technical arm of. Formalize 
process such as when CTCN came on the ground to help Barbuda build up after storm.) 4 on CRM and 3 
on action and support actions to allow it to happen. On national level. When you get very far 
internationally. 3) integration remains very important. Essential to nail down timeline —> in light of 
urgency and fact that no experts yet. Also note disaggregation of non-economic losses and —> cant 
focus on all at once.  Looking for partnerships that cover broad range of options 


